Abstract: This paper is on ontological assumptions on which ideologies such as trans-and post humanism are based. The method by which these ontological assumptions are criticised is the analysis of the way of thinking (reductionism/projectionism, disjunctionism, and integrationism).
The paper is a philosophical critique of anti-humanist imaginaries about the future evolution of techno-social systems. In particular, the ontological assumptions of how technology is related to society that underlie those imaginaries will be analysed. It will be shown that those future imaginaries fall prey to a variety of ontological fallacies.
The first fallacy is a reductionistic one. It says: Man is a machine. That is, it is a reduction of humans to technology by attributing technological features to social entities, hence a technomorphic reduction. A common name for that is "technocracy", which has several connotations. Three shall be mentioned.
The most eulogistic connotation, if any, is here that social problems are treated as ones that need nothing else than a technological solution (without considerations of the social context). This might go as far as providing technological solutions for situations in which there might not even be a social problem. With regard to the Internet, Evgeny Morozov uses the term "solutionism" [1] .
A pejorative connotation is the following: Technocracy is a society in which technology constrains individual social actors rather than plays the role of an enablement for them. By adaptation of humans to machines humans become themselves machine-like, they are made fit for the requests of the machines, which is an alienating tendency Günther Anders [2] and Ludwig von Bertalanffy [3] cautioned against more than 60 resp. 50 years ago.
Both Anders and Bertalanffy warned of two dehumanising misconceptions that go beyond the human adaptation to machines and build the fundaments of technocracy. The focus on the human body and the functioning of the body in a physical sense belongs here.
And, in the end, the body-centredness is topped by looking upon the nature of humans as being that of machines (albeit constructed by nature). Brain research and robotics still today use computer models and build artificial intelligence by contending that the human brain and natural intelligence do not work in a qualitatively different way than those machine models and machines.
Accordingly, the underlying flaw is manifold according to the presented arguments, fourfold:
 first, the whole of the ontic societal is reduced to an ontic part of the societal (technology);  second, the ontic social (technology) is reduced to an ontic individual (the actor as producer and user of technology);  third, the ontic individual is reduced to an ontic biotic (the body, the human organism);  and fourth, the ontic biotic is reduced to an ontic mechanical (the machine whose mechanism follows strict determinacy only).
The second fallacy is opposite to reductionism. It is a projectionistic one. It says: Machines are like humans. That is, it is an anthropomorphic projection of (qualitative features of) humans onto technology: e.g., social robots work together with humans and with each other, they interact and communicate with humans and with each other, and they act like human agents, sense the environment, process information and effectuate changes in the environment like human agents. Research wants to endow robots even with emotions. Children and elderly people are faked by giving them tools that compensate for human actors. Japanese culture seems to accept that non-human entities are equipped with souls to such a degree that even robots are deemed animate beings. The language used to describe features of computing machines, artificial intelligence and robots is taken literally.
In a reverse order, but including different levels, as compared to the technomorphic reduction, the projection is mediated  via a projection onto the ontic physical (physical agents), which, in turn, is mediated  via a projection onto the ontic biotic (living agents), which, in turn, is mediated  via a projection onto the ontic individual (humans as informational agents)
Starting from an ontic social (collective human intelligence), as can be learned from "info-computationalism" [4] . Informational processing (computation) is done by nature everywhere as natural computing (the universe as a big computer) and so will man-made computers do when leaving behind the old-fashioned Turing machines. The positive aspect is the highlighting of human being part of an overall interdependence, while the negative aspect blurs existing qualitative differences between levels of self-organisation as well as information processes.
Both the technomorphic and the anthropomorphic perspective on the relation of technology and society are ontologically monistic  either when in the monistic form of a pan-materialism generalising a lower level of matter (which is a necessary condition for higher levels) as essence of the higher levels (existing common features are set universal and absolute)  or when in the monistic form of a pan-idealism generalising a higher level of matter (which is an emergent from lower levels) as essence of the lower levels (features that have a unique existence are set universal and absolute).
A third fallacy is the disjunctionistic one. It is neither techno-nor anthropomorphic but a disjunction of technology from humans and thus the term heteromorphic may apply. It is ontologically dualistic. That perspective does not take into account common features (though such features do exist) and accepts only distinct ones. It is particularistic and relativistic.
Its point of departure is the assumption that technology runs away, while society's attempts to catch up are doomed to failure. The development of technology is supposed to be always ahead of the development of society.
As if that were not enough, technology is supposed to be an extension of human capabilities such that the technological construct is able to outperform humans. The ideology of "trans-" or "post-humanism" takes for granted that there is no limit for the perfection of technologies and the leaving behind of humans: Technology will turn into a superhuman, at a point in time that is called the singularity. The mantra of singularitarianism is: "Techno sapiens" will render Homo sapiens obsolete.
This, however, is a double-edged sword. On the one hand, it is, after Anders [2] , hubris to believe in humans constructing machines that are superhuman. On the other hand, says Anders, such a superhuman is a self-humiliation of humans. Thus Anders talks of "hubristic humility", which is a "Promethean shame". In order to be able to become a master, man must turn himself into a slave.
Neither the subsumption of society under technology or, vice versa, of technology under society nor the separation of technology and society is reasonable. They represent ontological fallacies yielding anti-humanism. Proper reasoning needs an ontology that allows for a dialectics of technology and society such that technology is shaped to improve the human condition but never ever will be able to escape control by society. Technology plays no role outside techno-social systems that are, in essence, social systems. What will develop are techno-social systems. There is no singularity. A leap in quality is ahead of humanity and concerns its organisation but not its technology independent of its organisation. The Internet, the Web, can become the information-technological infrastructure of a Global Brain that supports the development of global consciousness and global conscience of an emerging social supra-system, a world society taking care of humane values, but will not become a super-being with a life of its own apart from human systems [5] .
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